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SUMMARY

Introduction: Palatoplasty is a surgical procedure that aims at the reconstruction of the soft and/or hard palate. Actually, we
dispose of different techniques that look for the bigger stretching of the soft palate joint to the nasofaryngeal

wall to contribute in the appropriate operation of the velopharyngeal sphincter. Failure in its closing brings

on speech dysfunctions.

Objective: To compare the auditory-perceptive’ evaluations and instrumental findings in patients with cleft lip and palate

operate through three distinctive techniques of palatoplasty.

Method: A prospective transversal study of a group of patients with complete unilateral cleft lip and palate. Everybody was
subjected to a randomized clinical essay, through distinctive techniques of palatoplasty performed for a single

surgeon, about 8 years. In the period of the surgery, the patients were divided in three distinctive groups with

10 participants each one. The present study has evaluates: 10 patients of the Furlow technique, 7 patients of the
Veau-Wardill-Kilner+Braithwaite technique and, 9 patients of the Veau-Wardill-Kilner+Braithwaite+Zetaplasty

technique; having a total sample of 26 individuals. All the patients were subjected to auditory-perceptive evaluation

through speech recording. An instrumental evaluation was also performed through video endoscopy exam.

Results: The findings were satisfactory in the three techniques, in other words, the majority of the individuals does not

present hyper nasality, compensatory articulatory disturbance and audible nasal air emission. In addition, in the

instrumental evaluation, the majority of the individuals of the three techniques of palatoplasty present an
appropriate velopharyngeal function.

Conclusion: Was not found statistically significant difference between the palatoplasty techniques in both evaluations.

Keywords: speech, cleft palatine, cleft lip, surgery.

RESUMO

Introdução: A palatoplastia é o procedimento cirúrgico que visa à reconstrução do palato duro e/ou mole. Atualmente

dispomos de diferentes técnicas que buscam o maior alongamento do palato mole junto à parede nasofaríngea

para contribuir no funcionamento adequado do esfíncter velofaríngeo. Falhas no seu fechamento ocasionam

disfunções na fala.

Objetivo: Comparar os achados das avaliações perceptivo-auditiva e instrumental em pacientes com fissura labiopalatina

operados mediante três técnicas distintas de palatoplastia.

Método: Estudo transversal prospectivo de um grupo de pacientes com fissura labiopalatina unilateral completa. Todos

foram submetidos a um ensaio clínico randomizado, por meio de distintas técnicas de palatoplastia realizada

por um único cirurgião, há aproximadamente 8 anos. Os pacientes na época da cirurgia foram divididos em

três grupos distintos com 10 participantes em cada um. O presente estudo avaliou: 10 pacientes da Técnica de

Furlow, 7 pacientes da Técnica de Veau-Wardill-Kilner+Braithwaite e 9 pacientes da Técnica Veau-Wardill-

Kilner +Braithwaite+Zetaplastia; tendo uma amostra total de 26 indivíduos. Todos os pacientes foram submetidos

à avaliação perceptivo-auditiva por meio de gravação de fala. Também foi realizada a avaliação instrumental

por meio do exame de videonasoendoscopia.
Resultados: Os achados foram satisfatórios nas três técnicas, isto é, a maioria dos indivíduos não apresenta hipernasalidade,

distúrbio articulatório compensatório e emissão de ar nasal audível. Além disso, na avaliação instrumental, a

maioria dos indivíduos das três técnicas de palatoplastia apresenta uma adequada função velofaríngea.
Conclusão: Não foi encontrada diferença estatisticamente significativa entre as técnicas de palatoplastia nas duas avaliações.

Palavras-chave: fala, fissura palatina, fenda labial, cirurgia.
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INTRODUCTION

The cleft lip and palate (CLP) is one of the most

common congenital malformations in the human race, it is

caused by lack of fusion of the embryonic facial processes.

The anatomic impairment appears as a cleft lip and / or

palate, and it may occur with a frequency of 1:700 births

(MURRAY, 2002). In Brazil it is estimated that between the

CLP reaches 1.24 and 1.54 per 1000 live births (NAGEM FILHO

et al, 1968; FRANÇA & LOCKS, 2003, NUNES et al, 2007). Surgical

repair of primary cleft palate and / or so-called soft

palatoplasty is a surgical procedure for anatomical and

functional reconstruction of this structure (BERTIER & TRINDA-

DE, 2007; KUMMER, 2001a).

There are numbers of techniques for palatoplasty, in

which surgeons choose their approach, according to its

received notions and experience (SHPRINTZEN & BARDACH,

1995). In the Service of Plastic Surgery Craniomaxillofacial

of HCPA it was used for many years the VW-K + B

technique in practically all cases. This technique uses the

concepts of VY palatoplasty in order to obtain a good

stretch of the anteroposterior palate, along with the basis

on the intravelar veloplasty (posterior muscle) from

BRAITHWAITE (1964), which provides the reorganization of

the whole muscle of the soft palate. In the middle of 2003

the staff switched to a modification of the V-W-K + B called

V-W-K + B + Z (Veau-Wardill-Kilner+

Braithwaite+Zetaplasty). This hybrid technique uses the

concepts of V-Y palatoplasty in order to obtain a good

stretch of the anteroposterior palate, which is

complemented by the notions of intravelar veloplasty

(posterior muscle) from BRAITHWAITE (1964), promoting the

reorganization of the whole muscle of the soft palate . To

stretch the nasal mucosa, it was used the Z-plasty, which

is characterized by the transposition of two scissorings with

triangular shapes (FROES FILHO, 2003). FURLOW idealized

palatoplasty through the double reverse zetaplasty that

takes place on the posterior palate, one in the oral mucosa

of the soft palate and the other with reverse orientation, in

the nasal mucosa of the soft palate with retropositioning of

hoist posterior muscles of the palate (BERTIER & TRINDADE,

2007; FURLOW, 1986, D’ANTONIO et al 2000).

The main goal of palatoplasty is not only restoring

the anatomy of the palate (LEOW & LO, 2008), but also

promote an adequate velopharyngeal function that

consequently provides conditions for the production of

speech without changes (PEGORARO-KROOK et al, 2004).

However, many times even after the patient has

palatoplasty, the ladder presentas the velopharyngeal

function changed, which settles the presence of harmful

symptoms to the speech. The most common symptoms

are hypernasality, the nasal air escape and compensatory

articulation disorder (D’ANTONIO & SCHERER, 1995; TRINDADE

& TRINDADE, 1996; ALTMANN, 1997; KUMMER, 2001a; GENARO et

al, 2007).

Methods of evaluation of the velopharyngeal function

can be divided into direct and indirect. Direct methods

allow the evaluator to visualize the structures in

velopharyngeal closure, as well, to observe how these

structures move in the swallowing, speech and others

other functions. On the other hand, there are indirect

assessments which provide data on the functional outcomes

of velopharyngeal activity, which allow experts to make

inferences about the appropriation or otherwise of

velopharyngeal function (GENARO et al, 2004; TRINDADE ET al,

2007).

The perceptual evaluation is used as a method for

initial evaluation by the majority of physicians who

investigate the velopharyngeal function. It is an indirect

method, because it is considered that the human ear is a

“tool” and the perceptual spread of velopharyngeal function

are used to make inferences about the velopharyngeal

mechanism. The hearing trial indicates the clinical relevance

of the signs of velopharyngeal dysfunction for both for the

speaker as the listener. Moreover, it contributes to the

diagnosis along with information from clinical history,

physical examination and instrumental of the patient

(PEGORARO-KROOK, 1995; TRINDADE & TRINDADE, 1996; SELL et

al, 1999; KUMMER, 2001a; SHPRINTZEN, 2005). However, for

diagnosis, therapeutic procedure, and also get the functional

results of the surgical technique of the palate reconstruction,

it is necessary, at least, to carry out an evaluation among the

many available tools. The videonasoendoscopy is one the

most common used tests in clinical practice, and allows

physicians to investigate the nature, extent of the problem

in the structures and functions of the velopharyngeal

mechanism. In this, it is possible to observe the patterns of

closure (or even, the best attempt of occlusion) of the EVF

including speech with specific features and degree of

movement of the soft palate and pharyngeal walls (WILLIAMS,

1998;  KUEHN & HENNE, 2003; SHPRINTZEN, 2004; TRINDADE et

al, 2007; PEGORARO-KROOK et al, 2008, AMERICAN CLEFT PALATE-

CRANIOFACIAL ASSOCIATION, 2007; BZOCH, 2004; GENARO et al,

2007; LESSA, 1996).

Some researchers consider the speech performance

of individuals with cleft lip and palate, as a pattern to analyze

the advantages and disadvantages of one or more of

palatoplasty techniques (DREYER & TRIER, 1984, HARDIN-JONES,

1993; SCHÖNWEILER et al, 1999, WILLIAMS et al, 1999; MARRINAN

et al, 1998; NAKAJIMA et al, 2001; BAE et al, 2002; VAN LIERDE

et al, 2004; POLZER et al, 2006; HASSAN & ASKAR, 2007; KOSHLA

et al, 2008). The speech results of these patients in different

palatoplasty techniques are issues that arouse interest of

surgeons who perform the procedure, in addition to other
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professionals who work treating these patients (VAN LIERDE et

al, 2004; SHPRINTZEN & BARDACH, 1995).

There are studies that compare the different

techniques of palatoplasty though features of speech,

although it is known that there are many factors that

contribute to the failure of the primary palatoplasty related

to speech. In some cases, it is possible to observe the short

veil, a greater variability in amount of the muscle mass;

interference of the insertion of hoist muscle and anatomical

alterations in the pharyngeal walls (NAKAMURA et al, 2003).

Other factors may also contribute to the results, as the

influence of the surgeon’s experience (WITT et al, 1998;

GOMES & MÉLEGA, 2005, WILLIAMS et al, 1999); interference of

speech therapy (HARDIN-JONES, 1993; KHOSLA et al, 2008);

surgical technique of the palate and the type and extent of

cleft lip and / or palate (KRAUSE, et al 1976, VAN DEMARK &

HARDIN, 1985; MCWILLIAMS et al, 1990; FROES FILHO, 2003).

It was found no studies investigating the different

palatoplasty techniques and its clinical results in the current

literature. However, there are few studies in the current

literature that attempt to control most of the already known

facts, which might influence the palatoplasty results, such

as, a single surgeon perform all primary palatoplasty in one

or more techniques; influence of speech therapy, and

especially, the homogeneity of the sample characterized

by morphometrical measurements of the palate in the

same type of cleft.

This study aimed to compare the results of instru-

mental and perceptual evaluations of patients with unila-

teral cleft lip and palate operated by three different

palatoplasty techniques.

METHODS

Design: a transversum prospective study for

perceptual and instrumental evaluations, in patients with

cleft lip and palate underwent to a randomized clinical trial,

using three different techniques of palatoplasty between

2000 and 2001, performed by a single surgeon.

Sample: The sample consisted of the same

participants in the research developed by Fróes Filho

(2003), which had 30 children with complete unilateral

cleft lip and palate, with similar morphometrical

characteristics, showing no syndromical changes, not

undergoing to previous surgeries on the palate.

The sample had been divided into 3 groups of 10

patients who underwent to primary palatoplasty between

12 and 24 months old, by a single surgeon with experience

in the three palatoplasty techniques. The choice of surgical

procedure applied to each patient was a raffle, conducted by

a member of the surgical staff, without the surgeon’s

previous knowledge. On each group was carried out one of

the three surgical techniques whicho were compared: the

Furlow technique, the Veau-Wardill-Kilner + Braithwaite (V-

W-K + B) technique, and the technique proposed by the

author, originally called the V-W- K+B+Z (FRÓES FILHO, 2003).

All the participants in the sample had the same type

of cleft. To examine the homogeneity of the sample, it was

performed a measurement of the fixed points of the hard

palate (longitudinal dimension of the palate, cleft bone

width and transverse dimension of the palate) illustrated in

Figure 1. After this procedure, it was examined that in this

sample, the palate did not differ in the anthropometric

point of view. Thus, it was found no significant differences

in the size of the cleft, in the cleft width and the miomucosa

cleft. Patients were located by a searching the medical

records held by the surgeon and gotten in touch by mail or

telephone. In order to make easier the reading of the

symbols listed below, it had been established the terminology

for each one. Besides, it was included the number of

evaluated individuals, a total of 26 people.

Group 1: 10 participants underwent to the Furlow’s

technique:

F TECHNIQUE

Group 2: 7 participants underwent to the Veau-WARDIL-

Kilner techinique with veloplasty, that is, Veau-

Wardil-Kilner + Braithwaite (V-W-K+B):

V-W-K+B TECHNIQUE

Group 3: 9 participants underwent to the V-W-K+B+Z:

Z NASAL TECHNIQUE

Intl. Arch. Otorhinolaryngol., São Paulo - Brazil, v.14, n.1, p. 18-31, Jan/Feb/March - 2010.

Figure 1. Dimensions of the palate.
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Inclusion criteria

The participants of this study are all from a group of

patients who underwent to one of the three techniques of

palatoplasty by the same surgeon.

Exclusion Criteria

Participants or guardians who have not authorized

their inclusion in the study through the Term of Free and

Enlight Consent (TFEC-ANNEXE 1); who did not cooperate

in the examination for evaluation of the velopharyngeal

sphincter. We also excluded people with choanal atresia,

nasal septum deviation or other important anatomical

obstructions that prevented the examination. And also that

they had been undergone to secondary palatoplasty.

Ratings

Patients underwent to two evaluations, one

perceptual and one instrumental, besides a brief interview

with the responsible family member about the patient’s

medical history and if he or she had undergone to some

speech therapy. The first evaluation was by recording a

sample of the patients speech saying two sentences in

Portuguese with plosive phonemes and fricative phonemes:

Plosive, “Papai pediu Pipoca” (“Daddy asked for popcorn)

and fricative, “O Saci sabe assobiar”  (Saci knows how to

whistle), besides a count from one to ten. The second

evaluation took place because of a videonasoendoscopy,

in which the patient emitted the sound of the phoneme /

s / continuously. Both procedures were evaluated separately,

by three evaluators blinded to the type of surgical technique.

Besides, an otorhinolaryngologist examined the tonsils and

the adenoids, according to BRODSKY (1989) and WORMALD

and PRESCOTT (1992) respectively. In perceptual assessment

evaluators should consider the presence or absence of

hypernasality and if this rate your second degree severity

scale of HENNINGSSON (2008) adapted, presence or absence

of audible nasal air emission (EANA) and compensatory

articulation disorder (DAC). Beforehand in videonaso-

endoscopy, evaluators should have to estimate clinically

the size of the Velopharyngeal Sphincter gap (VFS) through

the severity scale proposed by GOLDING-KUSHNER et al

(1990) and LAM et al (2006) in an adapted form. This has

a score that represent has its minimum value, 0.0 (zero)

which is visually considered by the opening area of the VFS

at rest during nasal inhale, that is, it represents the residual

position or absence of movement. The maximum score is

1.0, which represents complete closure and the maximum

possible movement of the VFS. Comparing to the opening

area of the VFS at rest and during speech, it is possible to

obtain the closure or residual gap, in which will be observed

or not a residual opening of the velopharyngeal sphincter,

when it is supposed to be completely closed. After the

database creation, it was classified in a gathered way, a

clinical computation of the size of the gap in 5 categories,

according to GOLDING-KUSHNER et al (1990) and LAM et al.

(2006), in an adapted form, it was possible to visualize in

Figure 2. To compose this record, two important aspects

were considered in image analysis: one is the gap and the

other, the VFS closure quality. Scale adapted from LAM et al

(2006) and GOLDING-KUSHNER et al (1990)

0.0   0.1   0.2   0.3   0.4   0.5   0.6   0.7   0.8   0.9   1.0

1.0  (no gap, complete closure)

0.8-0.9 (small gap, efficient closure)

0.4-0.7 (average gap, intermediate closure)

0.1-0.3 (large gap, inefficient closure)

0 (very large gap, lack of closure)

Statistical analysis

To statistical analysis was calculated using the

frequency and percentage of all variable of this study.

For clinical estimate of the size of the VFS gap in the

instrumental for the perceptual assessment as for perceptual

assessment of speech (hypernasality, CAD, ANAE) was

performed in agreement with the judgments of the three

evaluators about the total sample. As there was an agreement

with the Kappa test, the assessment of one of the evaluators

was used as reference for data analysis.

To evaluate the difference between the techniques

regarding to the perceptual assessment to mention the

presence or absence of: hypernasality, Compensatory

Articulation Disorder and Audible nasal air emission, were

Comparative study of three techniques of palatoplasty in patients with cleft of lip and palate via instrumental and auditory-perceptive evaluations. Paniagua et al.
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Figure 2. Estimate the size of the clinical gap, divided into five

categories.
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applied to the Fisher’s Exact Test. In what applies to

hypernasality, it was used the Kruskal-Wallis Test. In what

refers to the instrumental assessment in the clinical

computation of the size of the gap, it was also used the

Kruskal-Wallis Test. Data were analyzed in the SPSS 14.0

software and the level of significance was set at 5%.

Herewith the size of the original sample, it would be

possible to detect absolute differences of around 60% in

the variables between the techniques, with 80% power

and level of significance of 0.05.

Ethical Aspects

The present study was conducted at Hospital de

Clinicas de Porto Alegre and was approved by the Ethics

Committee of the same institution by the number 04-433.

Wherein all parents or responsible relatives signed the

Term of Free and Enlighten Consent.

RESULTS

A total of 26 individuals, in which 10 of the F

Technique (10/10), 7 of the V-W-K+B Technique (07/10)

and 9 of the Z nasal technique (9/10).

With regards to age when the palatoplasty was

performed, the participants were between the one and

two years old. The current age of patients ranged between

8 and 10 years old. There was no statistically significant

difference between the techniques regarding the age at

the time of the surgery (p = 0.156) and current age

(p = 0.427).

The percentage of males and females was similar

between groups. In all three techniques, the majority of the

sample belonged to the male, with no statistically significant

difference between techniques (p = 0.280).

Statistical analysis was performed to verify the

possible influence of the size of the tonsils, adenoids,

speech therapy among the groups of the sample, besides

the goals proposed by this study.

For the three groups, the classification of the tonsils

prevailed in degree I and II, none referred to degree III and

IV. Regarding to the adenoids, in all groups the vast

majority was in degree I. Comparing the classification of

the tonsils (p = 0.804) and the adenoids (p = 0.482) among

the techniques, there was no statistically significant

difference.

Throughout the study, it was identified only one

individual who underwent to the Furlow’s technique with

a small fistula in the soft palate, with no statistically

significant difference between techniques (p = 0.435).

For the participants who had speech therapy, it was

only identified one participant belonging to the group “Z

nasal technique”. This participant underwent treatment to

change in nasality and articulation of speech disorder since

he or she was 3 years to about 6 years once a week. After

this period, he or she had speech therapy once a month.

The remaining participants did not undergo speech therapy

until the assessments. Thereby, there was no new statistically

significant difference. In the four investigated items and

considered as possible disorder factors (tonsils, adenoids,

fistula and speech therapy) it was not found statistically

significant differences among the groups.

In the perceptual assessment regarding to

hypernasality and other features of the speech samples,

were obtained from the inter-judging correlation through

the Kappa coefficient of agreement by matching the

findings of one evaluator with the other two which resulted

in three pairs (1 and 2; 1 and 3; 2 and 3). The coefficients

of inter-rater and inter-observer variability is a measure of

agreement / disagreement among different raters. In this

study, the interpretation of Kappa coefficients FLEISS (1973)

was performed as proposed by LANDIS AND KOCH (1977), as

follows: lower than 0.00 which do not indicate agreement;

from 0.00 to 0.20 indicates little agreement; from 0.21 to

0.40 indicates regular agreement; from 0.41 to 0.60 indicates

moderate agreement; from 0.61 to 0.80 indicates substantial

agreement; from 0.81 to 1.00 indicates perfect agreement

(or almost perfect).

As in sentences as on numbers countdown, it was

obtained from substantial agreement to almost perfect.

The comparison of hypernasality and other aspects (DAC

and ANAE) judged the perceptual assessment of speech

samples among palatoplasty techniques are presented in

Tables 1, 2 and 3. It was found few differences between the

two sentences and the segment of connected speech

(numbers countdown) as much as the hypernasality, DAC

and ANAE. This data shows that regardless of the prevalence

of phonemes and connected speech segment, there is no

significant change in the evaluators’ judgement or the

comparison between the techniques.

In the instrumental assessment as much as the

clinical estimate of the size of VFS’s Gap, it was obtained

with inter-judging an agreement by the Kappa coefficient

by matching the findings of an evaluator on each of the

other two which resulted in three pairs (1 and 2; 1 and 3;

2 and 3) the same way as in the hypernasality assessment,

CAD and ANAE. On table 4, it is possible to observe that

among the evaluators 1 and 2 and 2 and 3 the agreement

Intl. Arch. Otorhinolaryngol., São Paulo - Brazil, v.14, n.1, p. 18-31, Jan/Feb/March - 2010.
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is substantial, as among judges 1 and 2 indicates almost

perfect agreement.

The classification of the clinical estimate of the size

of the velopharyngeal sphincter gap on the three techniques

(F, V-W-K + B, Z NASAL) is illustrated in Figure 6. It was

considered without gap in the complete closure of the VFS,

small gap in the effective closure, average gap in intermediate

closure, large gap in inefficient closure, very large in the

absence of closure.

Table 1. Comparison among groups in the perceptual assessment of speech samples of the P sentence

“Papai pediu pipoca” (Dad asked for popcorn).

Group

Variables F(n=10)  V-W-K+B(n=7) Znasal(n=9) p

n (%) n (%) n (%)

Hipernasality     

Present 4 (40.0) 3 (42.9) 2 (22.2) 0.622 *

Absent 6 (60.0) 4 (57.1) 7 (77.8)  

Hipernasality degree     

Absent 6 (60.0) 4 (57.1) 7 (77.8) 0.665 **

Slight 3 (30.0) 2 (28.6) 1 (11.1)  

Moderate 0 (0.0) 1 (14.3) 1 (11.1)  

Severe 1 (10.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)  

CAD     

Present 1 (10.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0.435 *

Absent 9 (90.0) 7 (100.0) 9 (100.0)  

Audible nasal air emission     

Present 1 (10.0) 1 (14.3) 1 (11.1) 0.962 *

Absent 9 (90.0) 6 (85.7) 8 (88.9)  

* Fisher’s Exact Test; ** Kruskal Wallis’ Test.

Table 2. Comparison between groups in auditory perceptual assessment of speech samples of the S

sentence “O saci sabe assobiar” (Saci knows how to whistle).

Group

Variables F(n=10)  V-W-K+B(n=7) Znasal(n=9) p

n (%) n (%) n (%)

Hipernasality     

Present 4 (40.0) 3 (42.9) 2 (22.2) 0.622 *

Absent 6 (60.0) 4 (57.1) 7 (77.8)  

Hipernasality degree     

Absent 6 (60.0) 4 (57.1) 7 (77.8) 0.665 **

Slight 3 (30.0) 2 (28.6) 1 (11.1)  

Moderate 0 (0.0) 1 (14.3) 1 (11.1)  

Severe 1 (10.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)  

CAD     

Present 1 (10.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0.435 *

Absent 9 (90.0) 7 (100.0) 9 (100.0)  

Audible nasal air emission     

Present 2 (20.0) 1 (14.3) 1 (11.1) 0.862 *

Absent 8 (80.0) 6 (85.7) 8 (88.9)  

* Fisher’s Exact Test; ** Kruskal Wallis’ Test.
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Although there is no statistically significant difference

as regards to the classification of the estimate clinical size

of the VFS Gap among the three types of techniques, it is

possible to observe in figure that the highest proportion of

children without the orifice, that is, with total closure of the

VFS, it was found in the Znasal technique. Regarding to the

large orifice that corresponds to a inefficient closure of the

VFS, it was found only two participants who underwent to

the V-W-K+B technique. In the classification, a very large

orifice corresponds to the absence of closure of VFS and it
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was not found in any of the participants among the three

techniques.

DISCUSSION

Palatoplasty can be considered the basis for the

treatment of patients with cleft lip and palate, because

among many procedures and assessments in various

multidisciplinary areas, only after the reconstruction of the

palate it is possible the relocation and restoration of the

velopharyngeal sphincter physiology.

The variety of techniques employed in palatoplasty

has considerably grown since ancient times until the new

millennium. The challenge in the art of modern palatoplasty

is not only the successful closure of the cleft in the soft and/

or hard palate, but achieving an excellent speech result

without compromising the maxillofacial growth (LEOW &

LO, 2008).

The VPD, in other words, the impairment of

velopharyngeal closure may remain even after surgical

repair of the palate and therefore lead to a change in

resonance making speech impaired (AMARAL & GENARO,

1996). The hypernasality and nasal air emission are some

of the symptoms present in the speech that may be

associated with VFD (TROST-CARDAMONE, 2004). In addition,

compensatory articulation disorders occur in an attempt to

compensate for the VFD.

This study aimed to compare three techniques of

palatoplasty, by two evaluations, one perceptual and one

instrumental, providing functional data of the VFS, in what

regards to speech. The literature offers a variety of

information regarding the physiology of the velopharyngeal
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Table 3 .Comparison among the groups in the perceptual assessment of the segment in connected speech

(counting from 1 to 10).

Group

 Variables F(n=10) V-W-K+B(n=7) Znasal(n=9) P

n (%) n (%) n (%)

Hipernasality     

Present 4 (40.0) 3 (42.9) 2 (22.2) 0.622 *

Absent 6 (60.0) 4 (57.1) 7 (77.8)  

Hipernasality Degree     

Absent 6 (60.0) 4 (57.1) 7 (77.8) 0.665**

Slight 3 (30.0) 2 (28.6) 1 (11.1)  

Moderate 0 (0.0) 1 (14.3) 1 (11.1)  

Severe 1 (10.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)  

CAD     

Present 1 (10.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0.435 *

Absent 9 (90.0) 7 (100.0) 9 (100.0)  

Audible nasal air emission     

Present 2 (20.0) 1 (14.3) 1 (11.1) 0.862 *

Absent 8 (80.0) 6 (85.7) 8 (88.9)  

* Fisher’s Exact Test;  ** Kruskal Wallis’ Test.

Table 4. Values are expressed as the percentage of inter-

judging as agreement to the classification of the clinical

estimate of the size of the Velopharyngeal Sphincter gap.

Agreement Kappa p

1 x 2 92.3 % 0.89 < 0.001

1 x 3 84.6 % 0.78 < 0.001

2 x 3 84.6 % 0.78 < 0.001

Figure 3. Estimating the clinical gap size of the velopharyngeal

sphincter in the three techniques.
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mechanism in several professional areas (ALTMANN & LEDERMAN,

1990, PULKKINEN et al, 2002). However, it is important to

highlight that studies that attempt to compare techniques

of palatoplasty by using functional results differ. There is

little research that consider in the same study: 1) the

sample (the same type of cleft and morphometric

characteristics; individuals not taken by neurological

problems); 2) clinical assessment protocols and instruments

proclaimed in the literature; 3) only one surgeon involved;

4) a skillful surgeon in the investigated techniques; 5)

agreement among evaluators; 6) the possible confounding

variables (influence of the tonsils, the adenoids, the speech

therapy on velopharyngeal function).

Even though the subject is not the focus of the

study, it is worth mentioning that the age of the patients

during the evaluations was between 8 and 10 years.

Regarding specifically to instrumental assessment,

individuals in this age group can already collaborate in the

exam, allowing a proper assessment of the velopharyngeal

functional musculature (CARVALHAL, 2003; KRUSE, 2005, SILVA,

2008). Regarding to the perceptual assessment at this age,

children should have already acquired all the speech

sounds (CANO & NAVARRO, 2007). Therefore, the age of the

sample was suitable to conduct evaluations. As much as this

subject did not belong to the purposes of the study, it is

appropriate to consider an investigation of the patients’

hearing. For this, they were all referred to a specialist.

The perceptual assessment has great clinical

relevance, it is an essential part in the diagnosis of VPD,

along with the patient’s physical / instrumental and clinical

history. There are many researchers that propose the use

of specific protocols for evaluation of speech in cleft

individuals (PEGORARO-KROOK, 1995; TRINDADE & TRINDADE,

1996; SELL et al, 1999; KUMMER, 2001b; SHPRINTZEN, 2005). It

was decided for an adapt to the protocol proposed by

HENNINGSSON et al (2008), because besides providing

instructions on the phonetic composition of the sample of

speech and its record, it also provides a severity rating and

descriptors related to hypernasality.

Regarding to the details of the perceptual

assessment, that is, the steps that followed the criteria

established by the literature. First, it took the precaution in

the choice of sentences belonging to the speech sample.

It was decided for sentences with a predominance of

plosive and fricative phonemes of Portuguese, because

these are already used in studies of the reference in

Brazilians (ALTMANN & LEDERMAN, 1990; GENARO et al, 2004;

SILVA, 2007). Furthermore, the high-pressure consonants,

such as plosives and fricatives, are considered vulnerable

sounds speech for individuals with cleft palate. Therefore,

these phonemes are part of the inventory of all languages

(WATSON et al, 2001, PETERSON-FALZONE, 2006; HENNINGSSON et

al, 2008). The second important aspect so as far it concerns

to perceptual assessment, are the conditions in which they

were obtained. In this work, it was used the audio recording

of speech samples in a sound-treated environment.

Afterwards, the speech was analyzed separately by

evaluators, which enabled to verify the inter-judge reliability.

The coefficients of agreement between evaluators, the

perceptual assessment of this study ranged from substantial

to almost perfect for all assessed items (hypernasality and

degree, presence of CAD and ANAE). JOHN et al. (2006)

considers that this form of analysis of the speech provides

a higher scientific credibility. It was found excellent

agreement among the evaluators, which agrees with the

findings with LEWIS et al (2003), PALL et al (2005) and

KEUNING et al (1999) studies, who reported the influence of

clinical experience in perceptual assessment. According to

the authors, there is a higher concordance of skillful

professionals in comparison to less skillful ones. This fact

affects directly the interpretation of the results.

It was not found in the literature a similar study in

format, in order to compare the three techniques with

different approaches of palatoplasty in patients with cleft

palate with homogeneous characteristics, which tacled one

of the interfering factors in clinical results of speech and

velopharyngeal function.

There are studies in the literature that adopt different

variables to compare different techniques of palatoplasty,

such as the need of pharyngeal flap (MARRINAN et al, 1998),

morphometric measurements of the palate (BAE et al,

2002; FROES FILHO, 2003) and others who use variables

related to speech and velopharyngeal function (DREYER &

TRIER, 1984; FURLOW, 1986; VAN LIERDE et al, 2004).

It was initially established in this study the presence

or absence of hypernasality (and its severity correspondent

degree), CAD and ANAE in all techniques. These changes

in speech are some of the variables of interest by researchers

who investigate speech production in individuals with cleft

lip and palate (HARDIN-JONES et al, 1993, KIRSHNER et al, 2000;

VAN LIERDE et al, 2004; KOSHLA et al, 2008, HENNINGSSON et al,

2008). As it is possible to observe in Tables 1, 2 and 3, in

the total sample of three groups, there is little occurrence

of hypernasality, and when the present degree of

hypernasality ranged around slight to moderate. For other

changes, most of the sample presented no CAD and ANAE.

The precepted theoretical framework presents

consistent data that agrees with the findings described

above, that is, when studies compare primary palatoplasty

techniques in relation to speech, even with enough “n”

sample, it does not present a statistically significant

difference among the techniques (SCHÖNWEILER, 1999; HARDIN-

JONES, 1993). However, it was found a study in the
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proofread literature which difference between the two

techniques. Van Lierde et al (2004) examined the speech

results between FURLOW technique and WARDILL-KILNER

techniques. The evaluation was performed 18 years after

the surgery, in which was found that individuals in the

group who underwent to the FURLOW palatoplasty presented

statistically more hypernasality and a worse performance

on speech intelligibility than the group of the WARDILL-

KILNER technique. Whereas, another study proposed to

verify the performance of the FURLOW technique achieved

satisfactory results in relation to speech. From a sample of

140 participants with cleft lip and palate, 83% had no

hypernasality, 84% had velopharyngeal insufficiency, 91%

had no nasal air escape, 69% had no compensatory

articulation (KOSHLA, 2008).

When comparing the results of the judgments

obtained from the speech recordings among the techniques,

it was examined that no significant statistical difference was

found. This result was included because of the fixed

sample. But even with this restriction, a very favorable

information was obtained, that is, the findings of perceptual

assessment were satisfying in all three techniques.

There is no consensus in the literature regarding to

the best technique of palatoplasty because of a range in

factors associated to the development of speech (YU et al,

2001). Many studies mention that different techniques of

palatoplasty lead to different results of speech. This possibly

happens due to disagreements in applied methodologies

in studies that compare the techniques of palatoplasty.

Because of this fact, difficulty in relating our findings with

other research located in the literature came across this

research. To LEOW & LO (2008) and SHAW (2004) one of the

best ways to identify the most appropriate surgical

technique is through well-controlled and randomized studies,

originally conducted by a clinical prospective experiment

for each type of cleft.

With technological advances occurred over the

years, there are a series of diagnostic tools available which

are used for different types of evaluation, and most of the

references mention the combination of one or more tests

to concur to the understanding of VFS physiology (GOLDING-

KUSHNER et al, 1990; D’ANTONIO & SCHERER, 1995; ROCHA,

2002, SILVA, 2007; RAIMUNDO, 2007).

Videonasoendoscopy is an instrumental method for

assessing velopharyngeal function that enables viewing of

nasal cavities, pharynx and larynx with dynamic, direct and

in locus images of anatomical structures, and it is considered

one of the most appropriate for evaluating the VFS (PONTES

& BEHLAU, 2005). It is possible to observe in this test the

closure patterns (or even the best attempt of occlusion) of

the VFS, including speech with specific features and

degree of movement of the soft palate and the pharyngeal

walls (WILLIAMS, 1998; KUEHN & HENNE, 2003; SHPRINTZEN,

2004; TRINDADE et al, 2007; PEGORARO-KROOK et al, 2008).

This exam should be carried out in the presence of

trained and skillful professionals, and when carried out,

being performed in the presence of otorhinolaryngologists,

plastic surgeons and speech therapists to examine, interpret

and define the conduct. It was used the Golding-Kushner

scale to standardize the final interpretation regarding to the

clinical estimate of the size VFS gap, which means, to

estimate the velopharyngeal competence of the individuals.

This scale has been used by YOON (2006) and tested

by SIE et al (2008) in a multicentric study that assessed the

variability inter-and intra-examiner and found out satisfying

and reliable correlated coefficients in the description of

disturbances in the VFS, mainly concerning to estimate of

the gap. There are also national surveys assessing

velopharyngeal function according to the International

Working Group Guidelines organized by GOLDING-KUSHNER.

PEGORARO-KROOK et al (2008) analyzed the movements of

the pharyngeal and velar walls and the velopharyngeal gap

during the nasal endoscopy assment in the velopharyx

before and during diagnostic therapy. It was used in the

research group the same protocol in the study conducted

by SILVA (2008), which sought to correlate the performance

of velopharyngeal function using the same GOLDING-KUSHNER

instrument and the results of otoscopy in children with cleft

lip and palate.

It was found on the proofread literature that the

experience as much as in the accomplishment as and in the

analysis of videonasoendoscopy exam is paramount. For

this reason, this study’s proposal examine the agreement

among evaluators in which regards to the clinical estimate

of the size of the gap, which ranged from substantial to

almost perfect. This finding allows an inference that the

evaluators staff is very capable and illustrates that the

adopted criteria for the interpretation of the findings are

quite homogeneous among the judges. The findings agree

with previous scientific studies that used the protocol

proposed by GOLDING-KUSHNER and colleagues, that is, the

information obtained is reliable to the proposed goal.

However, as already discussed earlier in this chapter,

possibly a statistically significant difference was not found

between the techniques of palatoplasty on the clinical

estimate on the gap’s size due to the fixed sample

belonging to the research.

This study was confined itself to analyze separately

the results of each assessment. There is a real risk to make

a direct correlation among the severity of the results of

perceptual assessment with the instrumental

(videonasoendoscopy examination). Although many
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physicians agree that many of the patterns found in the

slurred speech of individuals with cleft are probably the

results of previous or current VPD, there is a hiatus of

research data to confirm this causal relationship (D’ANTONIO

& SCHERER, 1995). The cause of velopharyngeal closure and

speech is rarely so well defined as both physicians and

researchers would like to be.

Studies that associates specific problems of speech

(and the severity of these problems) for measurements of

velopharyngeal closure have frequently produced

contradictory and confusing results because of problems in

measuring as much as in the production of speech as in the

velopharyngeal function (PETERSON-FALZONE et al, 2001).

According to WARREN et al (1994), hypernasality is possibly

associated with the time of opening of the VFS in certain

circumstances than directly with the opening degree or the

volume of airflow that escapes through the nasal cavity. For

example, there was a case in which the velopharyngeal

closure is appropriate, according to the assessment of the

instruments, it may have hypernasality due to the

abnormality in the temporal spectrum of velopharyngeal

closure.

It is suitable to emphasize that the hypernasality and

ANEA are clinical manifestations of VPD, and the latter can

also be a result of changes in the articulations. However, it

is not possible to affirm the same regarding to compensatory

articulation disorders. These may be the result of bad

articulation habits acquired in childhood, that do not present

physical or neuromuscular changes (JOHNS et al, 2003).

Besides, if there is a change in velopharyngeal closure, it

may also occur the appearance of compensatory articulation,

which can be considered as a strategy in an attempt of

compensating the inefficiency of imposing air pressure in

the oral cavity. Regarding to the deficit in the performance

of the articulation of velopharyngeal structures may result

in the formation of intraoral pressure insufficient to form

the plosive and fricative phonemes, for instance. Thus, the

individuals with cleft palate who have VFD can replace the

anterior sounds of speech by posterior articulating points

in an attempt to compensate the velopharyngeal

impairment (PETERSON-FALZONE et al, 2001; TRINDADE & TRIN-

DADE, 1996).

LEOW & LO (2008) state that the surgical techniques

suffer a profound influence of confusing variables, when

not controlled. In this study regarding to a possible control

of confusing factors, it was found out that the size of tonsils

and adenoids, the presence of fistulas and speech therapy

did not affect the results in comparison among surgical

techniques.

The absence of differences among the techniques,

as much as in the perceptual assessment and instrumental,

it may have happened due to methodological flaws inherent

in cross-sectional surveys, to limitations of each assessment

by the subjectivity of interpretation of both tests, and

especially, as the size of the fixed sample.

For the reasons shown, it was observed that the

ratings, either instrumental or perceptual, provide

important data with regards to the velopharyngeal

function and speech of individuals with cleft lip and

palate. The interpretation of both assessments demand

from professionals an understanding of the

velopharyngeal sphincter, speaking physiology,

especially about the advantages and limitations of each

assessment protocol. Through its results, the staff will

decide which therapeutic measures to be taken. Each

technique is characterized by its peculiarity, but regarding

to velopharyngeal function and its repercussion on

resonance, speech and velopharyngeal closure, it was

found in this study similar satisfying findings in three

types of palatoplasty.

CONCLUSION

The findings of the perceptual and instrumental

assessment did not presented statistically significant

differences among the three different techniques of

palatoplasty. However, the results in both evaluations

were satisfying.

In the perceptual assessment, it was found in all

techniques little occurrence of hypernasality, and when

this exam presents the severity, it ranged from slight to

moderate. Regarding to the CAD, it was found its the

presence only in the Furlow technique. In what concerns

the ANAE, it was found  its presence in the minority of

individuals in the three techniques.

There was no difference in the results of perceptual

assessment as to the phonetic composition of the speech

sample.

In the instrumental assessment , it was found in all

techniques a variation of the clinical estimate of the size of

the gap between the rating “no gap” (total closure of the

VFS) and “large gap” (inefficient closure).
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